GRAND PRIZE/BEST OF SHOW: WILLIAM WATSON, “FULL MOON IBIS.”
JUDGES’ SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS AWARD:
CYNDY HARDAKER, “PLEASE DO NOT LITTER!”
AMATEUR DIVISION WINNERS:


AMATEUR DIVISION

Scenic Category
1ST—MONICA BOUDREAUX, “SERENITY NOW”
2ND—KRIS KELLEY, “REFUGE VISITOR CENTER AT SUNSET”
3RD—LORRIE WATSON, “SERENITY.”
HONORABLE MENTION: TAMMY SMITH, “THE GREAT FLY-BY”

HONORABLE MENTION: TAMMY SMITH, “SOLEMN SERENITY”
MONICA BOUDREAU, “PAINTING THE BAYOU” AND “CLOUDY ILLUSION.”
AMATEUR DIVISION

Wildlife Category
1ST—LORRIE WATSON, “DANCING GIANTS”
2ND—CYNDY HARDAKER, “WOOD STORKS”
3RD—MONICA BOUDREAUX, “ALL IN THE FAMILY.”
HONORABLE MENTION: CYNDY HARDAKER, "‘GULP’—SNAKE EATING FROG"

HONORABLE MENTION: LORRIE WATSON, "GATOR IN THE MORNING LIGHT"
TAMMY SMITH, “NOW YOU SEE ME” AND “I’VE GOT MY EYE ON YOU.”
AMATEUR DIVISION

Birds Category
1ST—LORRIE WATSON, “MAMA FEEDING BABY”
2ND—MONICA BOUDREAUX, “CONTENT”
3rd—Cyndy Hardaker, “Belted Kingfisher.”
HONORABLE MENTION:
CYNDY HARDAKER,
“EASTERN SCREECH OWL”

HONORABLE MENTION:
MONICA BOUDREAUD,
“BASHFUL BLUE”
HONORABLE MENTION: KIMBERLY PAXTON, “THRUSH IN WINTER”
HONORABLE MENTION:
LORRIE WATSON, “SYMMETRY IN FLIGHT” AND GREAT BLUE HERON IN FLIGHT.”
AMATEUR DIVISION

Plants Category
1ST—MONICA BOUDREAUX, “THE LIFE SOURCE”
2ND—AMBER JOHNFROE, “MISTED HYACINTH”
3RD—CYNDY HARDAKER, “BROWN-EYED SUSANS.”
HONORABLE MENTION: MONICA BOUDREAUX, “RADIANT”

HONORABLE MENTION: CYNDY HARDAKER, “MEXICAN SUNFLOWER”
HONORABLE MENTION:
TAMMY SMITH, "JUST BUZZING BY"
AMATEUR DIVISION

People on Refuge Category
1ST—KIMBERLY PAXTON, "MEETING THE SNAKE"
2ND—TAMMY SMITH, “ROWING ALONG”
3RD—MONICA BOUDREAUX, “MOTHER’S LOVE.”
HONORABLE MENTION: MONICA BOUDREAUX, “ROAD TO FITNESS”;

HONORABLE MENTION: LORRIE WATSON, “WRONG CAMO DUDE.”
AMATEUR DIVISION

Macro/Micro Category
1ST—KRIS KELLEY, “DRAGONFLY EYE”
2ND—CYNDY HARDAKER, “PAINTED LADY BUTTERFLY”
3RD—LORRIE WATSON, "THISTLE."
HONORABLE MENTION: KRIS KELLEY, “SULPHUR BUTTERFLY”
HONORABLE MENTION: MONICA BOUDREAUX, "ON THE THRONE."
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION WINNERS:


PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Scenic Category
1ST—JEFF PEROT, “WATERLOGGED”
2ND—MIKE COLVIN, “A MAPLE AMONG CYPRESS”
3RD—WILLIAM WATSON, “LOOK DEEPER: FOGGY MORNING ON THE LAKE.”
HONORABLE MENTION: DOUGLAS HAZARD, "SUNRISE"; JEFF PEROT, "OLD OAK."
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Wildlife Category
1ST—CHAD MCELWEE, “EVENING GLOW”
2ND—MIKE COLVIN, “CHANNELING YODA”;}
3RD—WILLIAM WATSON, “BIG BOYS CLUB.”
HONORABLE MENTION: CHAD MCELBEE, “BLENDER”; MIKE COLVIN, “DOUBLE VISION.”
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Birds Category
1ST—WILLIAM WATSON, “DANCING DRESS: GREAT EGRET”
2ND—MIKE COLVIN, “TOSSED BUG FOR LUNCH”
3RD—TAMMY HEIL, “THAT’S MY BUG!!”
HONORABLE MENTION: WILLIAM WATSON, "THE ELUSIVE ONE: LEAST BITTERN"; MIKE COLVIN, "STOP-ACTION EAGLE"
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Plants Category
PLANTS: 1ST—MIKE COLVIN, “EARLY LIGHT: MORNING GLORY”
2ND—JEFF PEROT, “BRIGHT BEGINNING”
3rd—Nathan Tremaine, “Blossom.”
HONORABLE MENTION:
MIKE COLVIN, "SPIDER LILLY"; JEFF PEROT, "BLOOMING LIGHT."
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

People on Refuge Category
1st—NATHAN TREMAINE, “BALANCE”
2ND—CHAD MCELWEE, “SUNSET CONVERSATION”
3RD—MIKE COLVIN, “WALKING ON WATER.”
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Micro/Macro Category
1ST—CHAD MCELWEE, “LUMINOUS”
2ND—WILLIAM WATSON, "MAYBE SHE’S BORN WITH IT!"
3RD—CHARLES PAXTON, “AMBUSHED.”
HONORABLE MENTION: WILLIAM WATSON, “TAILS IT IS!” AND “TINY FLOWER-TENDER: JUMPING SPIDER”;
HONORABLE MENTION: MIKE COLVIN, “FUZZY BUMBLE BEE.”
YOUTH DIVISION WINNERS:


YOUTH DIVISION

Scenic Category
1ST—LEXI HARPER, “TEACUPS”
2ND—KATE KYZAR, “GRAY AND ALONE”;}
3rd—Dorion McFadden, “Thunder on the Bayou.”
HONORABLE MENTION—LEXI HARPER, “HERE COMES THE MOON”; KATE KYZAR, “LOUISIANA LANDSCAPE.”
YOUTH DIVISION

Wildlife Category
1ST—KATE KYZAR, “BLACK AND WHITE BEAUTY”;
2nd—Lexi Harper, “I love the sun.”
HONORABLE MENTION—LEXI HARPER, “KING OF THE LILY PAD”; LEXI HARPER, “MAKE ROOM FOR ME!”
YOUTH DIVISION

Plants Category
1ST—LEXI HARPER, “QUEEN OF THE PAD!”
2nd—Kate Kyzar, “Bright Red”
3rd —
Makala Gagnon, “Untitled.”
HONORABLE MENTION—LEXI HARPER, “END OF THE DAY”; LEXI HARPER, “DON’T LEAVE ME HANGIN’!”;
NOLA GRIGSON, “UNTITLED (ZINNIA)”; DORION MCFADDEN, “ROSE AND THORNS.”
YOUTH DIVISION

Birds Category
1ST—KEIRA BOURDREAUX, “FLY BY”
2ND—LEXI HARPER, "IT IS HOT!"
3rd—
DORION
MCFADDEN,
“SWOOSH!”
HONROABLE MENTION—LEXI HARPER, “GET YOUR OWN BRANCH!”; LEXI HARPER, “WHERE ARE YOU, LITTLE FISH?”
YOUTH DIVISION

People on the Refuge Category
1st—Lexi Harper, “Where did that bug go?”
2ND—KEIRA BOUDREAUX, “PRO ON THE TRAIL”
3rd—Sapphire Davis, “Untitled (NOVA).”
HONORABLE MENTION—LEXI HARPER, “RUN!”
LEXI HARPER, “WAIT FOR ME!”
YOUTH DIVISION
Micro/Macro Category
1st—Lexi Harper, “Dinner is Served”
2\textsuperscript{ND} — KATE KYZAR, 
“GRAY GALAXY”
3rd—Dorion Mcfadden, “Wildflower.”
HONORABLE MENTION—LEXI HARPER, “GET YOUR OWN FLOWER”; LEXI HARPER, “STAY AWAY FROM ME.”